


















































































































































































































































A	 Electrode	area	perpendicular	to	electric	current	 cm2	𝑎	 Lattice	parameter	 Å	
C	 Capacitance;	Capacitor	 F	
C0	 Vacuum	capacitance	of	sample	 F	
c	 Fraction	of	occupied	sites	 -	𝒟eff	 Effective	diffusion	coefficient	 cm2/s	
d	 Thickness	 cm	
Eact	 Activation	energy	 eV	
































𝜀	 Permittivity	 F/cm	𝜀!	 Permittivity	of	free	space	 F/cm	𝜀!! 	 High	frequency	plateau	of	the	permittivity	 -	𝜀! 	 Relative	permittivity	 -	𝜂	 Overpotential	or	polarisation	 V	𝜃	 Phase	difference;	angle	 rad	






















































































































































































































































































































































	 2H!O ! → 2H! ! + O! ! 	 [2.1]	
CO2	electrolysis	is	also	possible	by	replacing	H2O	with	CO2	(Figure	2.1b).	In	this	case	
the	products	are	carbon	monoxide	and	oxygen.	





	 H!O ! + CO! ! → CO ! + H! ! + O! ! 	 [2.3]	
As	well	as	the	electrochemical	reactions	occurring,	the	reverse	water	gas	shift	
(RWGS)	chemical	equilibrium	reaction	also	occurs:	


























CO! + 2!! → CO+ O!!!H!O+ 2!! → H! + O!!!CO! + H! ⇌ CO+ H!O!






























CO! + 2!! → CO+ O!!!H!O+ 2!! → H! + O!!!CO! + H! ⇌ CO+ H!O!
H!O! H!!













CO! + 2!! → CO+ O!!!H!O+ 2!! → H! + O!!!CO! + H! ⇌ CO+ H!O!
H!O! H!!











































































	 𝑉 = 𝑉! sin 𝜔𝑡 + 𝜙! 	 [2.8]	






	 Z∗ 𝑓 = Z∗ 𝑒!!	 [2.10]	
where	j	is	the	square	root	of	-1.	The	modulus	 Z∗ 	and	phase	𝜃	are	given	by:	
	 Z∗ = 𝑉!𝐼!  	 [2.11]	





















	 Y∗ = 1Z∗	 [2.14]	
	 M∗ = 𝑗𝜔𝐶!Z∗	 [2.15]	
	 𝜀∗ = 1M∗	 [2.16]	
where	𝐶!	is	the	vacuum	capacitance	of	the	cell,	given	by:	

































		 	 	 	



























"      
Z'
-Z
"      
a)	 	 	 											b)	 	 	 	 c)	
	 17	
		 1Z∗ = 1Z!∗ + 1Z!∗ 	 [2.20]	
Hence	for	a	resistor	and	capacitor	in	parallel	(termed	an	RC	element):	












	 	 	 	 		 	


















































































































































	 Z!"#∗ =𝑊! tanh 𝑗𝜔𝑊! !𝑗𝜔𝑊! ! 	 [2.24]	
where	WR,	WT	and	P	are	model	parameters.	For	a	pure	diffusion	limitation,	P	=	0.5	
and	WT	is	given	by:	













a)	 	 	 									 	 b)	





































































































































a)	 	 	 												b)	 	 	 												c)	
	 25	
	 Z∗ = 𝑅1+ 𝑥	 [2.29]	
where	𝑥 = 𝑗𝜔𝜏,	with	the	angular	frequency	𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓	and	time	constant	𝜏 = 𝑅𝐶.	
Differentiate	with	respect	to	the	natural	logarithm	of	frequency	and	use	the	chain	
rule	to	find	the	solution:	
	 Z∗ = 𝜕Z∗ 𝑥𝜕 ln 𝑓 = 𝜕Z∗𝜕𝑥 𝜕𝑥𝜕𝑓 𝜕𝑓𝜕 ln 𝑓 = −𝑅1+ 𝑥 !  𝑗2𝜋𝜏𝑓 = −𝑅𝑥1+ 𝑥 !	 [2.30]	
Multiply	through	by	 1− 𝑥 !	so	that	the	denominator	is	in	terms	of	𝑥!:	
	 Z∗ = −𝑅𝑥 1− 𝑥 !1+ 𝑥 ! 1− 𝑥 ! = 𝑅 2𝑥! − 𝑥 − 𝑥!1− 𝑥! ! 	 [2.31]	
Substitute	for	𝑥:	
	 Z∗ = −2𝑅 𝜔𝜏 ! + 𝑗𝑅 𝜔𝜏 ! − 𝜔𝜏1+ 𝜔𝜏 ! ! 	 [2.32]	
Hence	an	expression	for	the	differential	of	the	real	part	of	the	impedance	is	found:	
	 Z′ = −2𝑅 𝜔𝜏1+ 𝜔𝜏 ! !	 [2.33]	
Compare	to	Z'':	
	 Z" = −𝑅 𝜔𝜏1+ 𝜔𝜏 ! 	 [2.34]	
Therefore:		









































































































































50,000	 C	 RQ	 transport	of	O2-	ions	
at	LSM-YSZ	interface	




















200	 C	 G	 diffusivity	of	oxygen	
ions	through	bulk	
LSCF	
20	 A	 RQ	 gas	diffusion	
through	the	Ni-YSZ	
support	
10	 A	 W	 gas	diffusion	in	Ni-
YSZ	
3	 A	 RQ	 gas	conversion	at	
anode	






























	 𝛥!",! = Z′! − Z′!Z!∗  	 [2.36]	
V (mV) 
	 31	







	 Z′ 𝜔 = 2𝜋 ∙ 𝑥 ∙ Z"(𝑥)𝜔! − 𝑥! 𝑑𝑥!! 	 [2.38]	

































	 𝑠 = 𝑤! X!! − X!! ! + X"! − X"! !!!!! 	 [2.40]	
where	𝑤! 	is	the	weight	factor:	
	 𝑤! = 1𝑋!!! + 𝑋"!!	 [2.41]	
and	X'	and	X''	represent	the	measured	immittance	data	and	X'	and	X''	represent	the	
results	of	the	curve	fitting,	both	in	terms	of	either	impedance	or	admittance,	where:	
	 Z!! = 𝑅𝑠 + 𝑅𝑘1 − 𝜔𝑖𝜏𝑘 2𝑀𝑘=1 	 [2.42]	
	 Z"!, = − 1𝐶𝑝𝜔𝑖 + 𝐿𝑠𝜔𝑖 − 𝑅𝑘𝜔𝑖𝜏𝑘1 − 𝜔𝑖𝜏𝑘 2𝑀𝑘=1 	 [2.43]	
	 Y!! = 1𝑅𝑝 + 𝐶𝑘𝜔𝑖2𝜏𝑘1 + 𝜔𝑖𝜏𝑘 2𝑀𝑘=1 	 [2.44]	


































































































































	 Z"!"# 𝜔 = −𝑅!"# 𝜔𝜏1+ 𝜔𝜏 !  𝛾 𝜏  𝑑𝜏!! 	 [2.47]	
where	𝛾	is	a	scaling	factor	which	satisfies:	





	 𝑥 = ln 𝜔𝜔! ,    𝑦 = ln (𝜔𝜏)	 [2.49,	2.50]	
where	𝜔!	is	a	constant.	Rearranging	these	equations	gives:	
	 𝜔 = 𝜔!𝑒! ,    𝜔𝜏 = 𝑒!	 [2.51,	2.52]	
Equations	[2.51]	and	[2.52]	can	be	combined	to	give:	
	 𝜏 = 𝑒!!!𝜔! 	 [2.53]	Z"!"# 	is	therefore	written:	
	 𝑍"!"# 𝜔 = −𝑅!"# 𝑒!1+ 𝑒!!  𝛾 𝑒!!!𝜔! . 𝑒!!!𝜔! 𝑑𝑦!!! 	 [2.54]	
Note	that:	
	 𝑒!1+ 𝑒!! = sech 𝑦2 	 [2.55]	
Define	a	new	scaling	term,	g,	equal	to	the	original	scaling	term	multiplied	by	𝜏:	
	 𝑔 𝑦 − 𝑥 = 𝛾 𝑒!!!𝜔! . 𝑒!!!𝜔! = 𝛾 𝜏 . 𝜏	 [2.56]	
Hence	equation	[2.48]	becomes:	
	 𝑔 𝑦 − 𝑥  𝑑𝑦!!! = 1	 [2.57]	
	 37	
Combining	[2.54],	[2.55]	and	[2.56],	gives	the	following	expression	for	𝑍"!"#:	
	 Z"!"# 𝑥 = −𝑅!"# sech 𝑦2  𝑔 𝑦 − 𝑥  𝑑𝑦!!! 	 [2.58]	
This	takes	the	form	of	a	convolution	product:	
	 Z"!"# = −𝑅!"#2  sech (𝑥) ∗ 𝑔 𝑥 	 [2.59]	
As	convolution	products	multiply	together	in	the	Fourier	domain,	it	can	be	solved	
using	Fourier	Transforms	(FTs):	






	 𝐷𝐹𝑇(𝑍"!"#, !) = 𝑁𝑇 𝑍"!	 [2.61]	
	 𝐷𝐹𝑇 −𝑅!2 𝑠! = −𝑁𝑇𝑅!2 𝑠!	 [2.62]	
	 𝐷𝐹𝑇 𝑔! = 𝑁𝑇 𝑔!	 [2.63]	
where	~	represents	the	Fourier	transformed	value.	Here	𝑠	represents	sech 𝑦 	and	𝑘,𝑛 = 0,1… ,𝑁-1,	where	𝑘	and	𝑛	are	the	counters	in	the	original	domain	and	the	
Fourier	transformed	domain	respectively.	Hence	equation	[2.60]	becomes:	
	 𝑔! = − 1𝑁𝑇 2𝑅!"# 𝑍"!𝑠! 	 [2.64]	
thus	𝑔	can	be	obtained	from	the	inverse	Fourier	transform	of	𝑔!.	
To	minimise	errors	from	the	finite	frequency	range	used	in	experimental	data,	Z''	



















































































































A	 3	 12	 5	
B	 5	 10	 5	
C	 10	 5	 5	
D	 12	 3	 5	


















































































































































Rs	(m𝛀)	 Ls		×𝟏𝟎!𝟕 𝐇 	 R0	(𝛀)	
Trial	1	 (a)	 5.0	 6.5	 -	
		 (b)	 5.0	 6.5	 16	
Trial	2	 (a)	 59	 4.9	 -	
















Method	 Rs	(𝐦𝛀)	 Ls	 ×𝟏𝟎!𝟕 𝐇 	
Trial:	 1	 2	 1	 2	
Individual	f	points	 4.9	 58	 6.4	 5.1	
EC	fitting	values	 5.0	 59	 6.5	 4.9-5.0	











	 Z!"##$!%$&! = Z!"#! − Z!"#-!"! 	 [3.2]	
for	example,	Z!"#-!"! 	can	be	approximated	using	the	short-circuit	Z'	data,	see	
Figure	3.4b,	with	the	base	series	resistance	value	Rs,	jig	subtracted:	
	 Z!"#-!"! = Z!"#! − 𝑅!-!"# 	 [3.3]	
Alternatively,	Z!"#-!"! 	can	be	estimated	by	fitting	a	parallel	resistor-inductor	
equivalent	circuit	RoLs	to	the	short	circuit	data,	which	gives:	
	 Z!"#-!"! = 𝑅! 𝜔𝐿! !𝑅!! + 𝜔𝐿! !	 [3.4]	
The	jig	inductance	varies	between	4.9×10-7	H	and	6.5×10-7	H	for	the	two	trials,	
giving	an	average	of	5.7×10-7	H.	Z''	is	corrected	by	subtracting	the	jig	contribution	Z!"#!! 	from	the	raw	data:	
	 Z!"##$!%$&!! = Z!"#!! − Z!"#!! 	 [3.5]	Z!"#!! 	can	either	be	represented	as	just	the	impedance	of	the	inductor	Ls:	
	 Z!"#!! = 𝜔𝐿!	 [3.6]	
or	as	the	impedance	of	the	resistance	R0	in	parallel	with	the	inductor	Ls:	













































1 Hz 0.01 Hz
(1a)	 	 									(1b)	






















































	 X! = 𝐀V	 [3.8]	












	 𝑎!,! = 11+ 𝜔!𝜏! !	 [3.12]	
	 𝑏!,! = − 𝜔!𝜏!1+ 𝜔!𝜏! !	 [3.13]	
	 50	
each	with	time	constant	𝜏!;	𝜔! 	represents	the	angular	frequency	at	the	measured	
frequency	𝑖.	The	additional	terms	for	𝑘	=	 𝑀 + 1 	to	 𝑀 + 3 	describe	the	series	
resistance,	inductance	and	capacitance,	respectively:	
	 𝑎!,!!! = 1          𝑏!,!!! = 0	 [3.14,3.15]	
	 𝑎!,!!! = 0          𝑏!,!!! = 𝜔! 	 [3.16,	3.17]	
	 𝑎!,!!! = 0          𝑏!,!!! = −1/𝜔! 	 [3.18,	3.19]	
For	Y*,	the	elements	for	𝑘	=	1	to	𝑀	are	given	by:	
	 𝑎!,! = 𝜔!!𝜏!1+ 𝜔!𝜏! !	 [3.20]	
	 𝑏!,! = 𝜔!1+ 𝜔!𝜏! !	 [3.21]	
with	the	additional	terms	to	describe	the	parallel	resistance,	inductance	and	
capacitance	respectively:	
	 𝑎!,!!! = 1,          𝑏!,!!! = 0	 [3.22,	3.23]	
	 𝑎!,!!! = 0 ,         𝑏!,!!! = −1/𝜔! 	 [3.24,	3.25]	




	 𝑓! = 𝑋! − 𝐀V ∙ W	 [3.28]	
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Aii - A i
Bii - B i
Cii - C i












Aii - A i
Bii - B i














































































































Bi - A i
Bii - A i
Ci - A i
Cii - A i







Bi - A i
Bii - A i
Ci - A i
Cii - A i












































Ciii - C i
Diii - D i












Ciii - C i





















































𝜔	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	






	 	 𝑔!𝑤!	 𝑔! 	
	
𝑑ln(Z"!)𝑑𝑓 k=1	 	 grad1	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	𝑍"!	 	 	 	 	 	 extrapolation	 𝑍"tot	 FT	 𝑍"!	 	 	
	
𝑑ln(Z"0)𝑑𝑓 k=!! 	 	 grad2	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	𝑁ext	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	












































































































































































































Figure	3.21:	DRT	for	a	range	of	concentrations		 	 	 	
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a)	 	 	 b)	 	 	 c)	
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	 𝑓! = 12𝜋𝑅𝐶	 [4.4]	
	Alternatively,	C	can	be	estimated	from	the	peak	in	M'':	

























a)	 							b)	 	 			c)	 	 			d)	 	 	 							e)	
	
	























































































































































	 𝜎 = 1𝑅 𝑡𝐴   Ω. cm   [4.8]	









	 𝑍∗ = 𝑍raw∗gf  (Ω. cm) [4.10]	
where	









	 𝐸!"#(𝐽) = 1000 𝑘log!" 𝑒  × gradient	 [4.13]	
and	can	be	converted	into	units	of	electron	volts	(eV)	by	dividing	by	the	charge	of	an	
electron:	
	 𝐸!"# 𝑒𝑉 = 𝐸!"# 𝐽1.602×10!!" (𝐽/𝑒𝑉)	 [4.14]	
	 86	
Alternatively,	the	stricter	form	of	the	Arrhenius	equation	can	be	used:		



























































































	 𝛼!! Zr0.852Y0.148O1.926 =0.852αD Zr4+ +0.148αD Y3+ +1.926αD O2-  [4.17]	
This	gives	a	value	of	7.20	Å!	for	𝛼!!,	using	the	values	in	Table	4.3.	
8	mol%	YSZ	is	cubic,	and	hence	its	molar	volume	is	given	by:	
	 𝑉! = 𝑎!4 	 [4.18]	
where	𝑎	is	the	lattice	parameter,	see	Section	4.2.1,	equal	to	5.14	Å	(Itoh	et	al.,	2015).	
By	re-arranging	the	Clausius-Mossotti	equation,	it	is	possible	to	estimate	𝜀!:	










	 αD Zr4+ 	 αD Y3+ 	 αD O2- 	







































99	 28.7		 25oC	 𝜀′	at	high	frequency	
Hernández	and	
West	(2016)	

















100	(sc)	 38.0	±	3	 rt	 radio	frequency	measurements	
at	150	kHz	and	40	MHz	

















r Abelyard & Baumard (1995)
Guo & Maier (2001)
Hendricks et al. (2002)
Hernandez & West (2016)
Perry et al. (2011)
Steil et al. (1997)































































































































































































2.5 x 10 5 Hz
106 Hz















2.5 x 10 5 Hz
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	 	 	 												c)	
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	 𝑅!(𝑓) = 1/Y!"#! (𝑓) [4.22]	
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108 scAu, 150oC, m=64
expt
fit
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107 scAu, 175oC, m=41
expt
fit
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106 scAu, 200oC, m=30
expt
fit
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IS data: 275 oC IS data: 200 oC A B C D
























































































































IS data: 275 oC IS data: 200 oC A B C D

























































































































































































Ab,x Bb,x Cb,x Db,x '







































































































































IS data: 275 oC IS data: 200 oC A B C D
















































































































































































Cb,x Db,x from Z * arc from M'' '














































































































































CRQ from A b,f
CRQ from Perry et al. (2011)
Ctot  from Z
* arc






































































































































































































FWHM exptal data B C D exptal f 0 ratio























































































































































































































































Steil	et	al.	(1997)	 1.01	 1×10!!			 1100	oC,	2h,	2	oC/min	
0.99	 6×10!!	 1500	oC,	2h,	2	oC/min	





























	 𝐶! = 𝜀!𝜀!,! 𝐴𝑛𝑑! [5.1]	












a)	 	 	 	 	 							b)	 	
	
	 126	
	 𝑑!" = 𝜀!𝜀! 𝐴𝑛𝐶!" [5.4]	
Substituting	for	𝜀!𝜀! 	using	equation	[5.3]	gives:	





















































































	 𝐶!"#$"𝐶! = 𝑅!𝑅!"#$"  [5.9]	
As	permittivity	is	proportional	to	capacitance	C	and	conductivity	is	inversely	
proportional	to	the	resistance	R,	this	equation	is	equivalent	to:	








































































































































































1250 1300 1350 1400 1450 1500



































	 𝜒!"! = 1𝑁 𝛥!",!!!!! ,         𝜒!"! = 1𝑁 𝛥!",!!!!!  [5.12,	[5.13]	
where	the	residuals	𝛥!",! 	and	𝛥!",! 	are	defined	in	[2.36,	2.37].	The	resulting	values	
were	then	summed	to	obtain	𝜒tot! :	



















2.5 x 10 5 Hz
106 Hz

















2.5 x 10 5 Hz
106 Hz











2.5 x 10 5 Hz
106 Hz
























b) 𝜒! = 2×10!!,	taken	at	225	oC	for	a	1275	oC	pellet,	and	at	275	oC	for	a	1450	oC	pellet,	respectively.	
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105 1450oC, 275oC, m=22
expt
fit





































































Table	5.2:	Geometric	properties	of	the	samples	prepared	for	IS.	Tsinter	(oC)	 1275	 1300	 1325	 1350	 1400	 1450	
%	Density	 66	 73	 82	 88	 93	 96	
Diameter,	(mm)	 8.72	 8.37	 8.12	 7.87	 7.87	 7.65	
Thickness,	(mm)	 2.81	 1.61	 2.06	 1.56	 1.92	 2.18	
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a)	 								 				b)	 	 			 	 						c)	
	




































































































































































Circuit I x, nb
Circuit II x, nb
Circuit III x, nb
Circuit II x, ngb
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Ix full frequency range






















































































































































Sintering	temperature	(oC)	 1275	 1300	 1325	 1350	 1450	
Eact,gb	(eV)	 1.15	 1.14	 1.16	 1.16	 1.09	





















































Pellet	sintering	temperature	(oC)	 1275	 1300	 1325	 1350	 1450	
Grain	boundary	thickness	(nm)		 2.3	 1.8	 1.7	 1.1	 0.28	









1250 1300 1350 1400 1450 1500


























































































































































































































a)	 								 					 				b)	 	 	 	 					c)	 	 		
	


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































%% Initial setup 




Lsmanual=0; %if 1 then Ls is defined by the following value: 
Lscorrection=5.6E-7; 
  
% Define m, the number of RC elements used initially 
m_man=30; %22 
m_auto=1; %1 is auto, 0 is manual 




c=0.95; %or 0.5 for SOCs 
fit='complex'; %either 'complex','real' or 'imag' 





units='Ohm'; %either 'Ohm.cm' or 'Ohm'    
[Frequency,ZRe,ZIm]=importZViewfile(filename,fmin,fmax); %see  
 %Section A.4  
 
if Lsmanual==1, 





% Define working variable, X 
if strcmp(formalism,'Z')==1, 
    XRe=ZRe; 
    XIm=ZIm; 
elseif strcmp(formalism,'Y')==1,  
    ZComplex=ZRe+1i.*ZIm; 
    XRe=real(1./ZComplex); 





%% Prepare Figure 
KK=figure; 












box on  
if strcmp(formalism,'Z')==1,ax.YDir='reverse'; end 
if strcmp(units,'Ohm.cm')==1 && strcmp(formalism,'Z')==1 
xlabel('Z'' (\Omega.cm)') 
ylabel('Z" (\Omega.cm)')  
elseif strcmp(units,'Ohm.cm')==1 && strcmp(formalism,'Y')==1 
xlabel('Y'' (1/\Omega.cm)') 
ylabel('Y" (1/\Omega.cm)') 
elseif strcmp(units,'Ohm')==1 && strcmp(formalism,'Z')==1 
xlabel('Z'' (\Omega)') 
ylabel('Z" (\Omega)') 













    if strcmp(formalism,'Z')==1 
        ylabel('Z'' (\Omega.cm)') 
    else 
        ylabel('Y'' (1/\Omega.cm)') 
    end 
else 
    if strcmp(formalism,'Z')==1,  
        ylabel('Z'' (\Omega)'); 
    else 
        ylabel('Y'' (1/\Omega)');  













    if strcmp(formalism,'Z')==1 
        ylabel('Z" (\Omega.cm)') 
    else 
        ylabel('Y" (1/\Omega.cm)') 
    end 
else 
    if strcmp(formalism,'Z')==1,  
        ylabel('Z" (\Omega)'); 
    else 
        ylabel('Y" (1/\Omega)');  

















set(axNyquist,'Posi',[0.6184    0.5482    0.2866    0.3768]); 
set(axBodeRe,'Posi',[0.1300    0.7673    0.4    0.1577]); 
set(axBodeIm,'Posi',[0.1300    0.51    0.4    0.1577]); 
set(axResiduals,'Posi',[0.1300    0.1100    0.7750    0.3]); 
  
%% KK calculation 
n=length(Frequency); 
mu=1; %starting value 
while mu >= c, 
    % Define tau for each RC element used 
    tau=zeros(m,1);  
    tau(1)=1./omega(1); %or customise these values to extend range 
    tau(m)=1./omega(n); 
    for k=2:m-1; 
        tau(k)=tau(1).*exp((k-1)./(m-1).*log(tau(m)./tau(1))); 
    end 
     
    % Define matrices A & B 
    A=zeros(n,m+2); 
    B=zeros(n,m+2); 
    
    if strcmp(formalism,'Z')==1, 
        for k=1:m, 
            A(:,k)=1./(1+(omega(:).*tau(k)).^2); 
            B(:,k)=-1.*(omega(:).*tau(k))./(1+(omega(:).*tau(k)).^2); 
        end 
        if LsYes==1, B(:,m+2)=omega(:); end 
        if CsYes==1, B(:,m+3)=-1./omega(:); end 
        var0=0.1.*ones(size(A,2),1); 
         
    elseif strcmp(formalism,'Y')==1, 
        for k=1:m, 
        A(:,k)=(omega(:)).^2.*tau(k)./(1+(omega(:).*tau(k)).^2); 
        B(:,k)=(omega(:))./(1+(omega(:).*tau(k)).^2); 
        end 
        if LsYes==1, B(:,m+2)=-1./omega(:); end 
        if CsYes==1, B(:,m+3)=omega(:); end 
        var0=1E-6.*ones(size(A,2),1); 
    end 
  
    if RsYes==1, A(:,m+1)=1; end 
    
    % least-squares fitting 
    options=optimoptions(@lsqnonlin,'TolFun',1E-15,'TolX',1E-
15,'Display','off'); 
    LX0=zeros(2,1); 
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    if strcmp(fit,'complex')==1, 
        fvar=@(var)KKoptfZmod(var,XRe,XIm,weight,A,B); 
        
[var,renorm,residual,exitflag,output]=lsqnonlin(fvar,var0,[],[],optio
ns);     
        var(m+3,1)=0; 
        A(:,[m+3])=0; 
        B(:,[m+3])=0; 
    elseif strcmp(fit,'real')==1, 
        fvar_Re=@(var)(XRe-A*var).*weight; 
        var=lsqnonlin(fR_Re,var0,[],[],options); 
        var([m+2,m+3],1)=0;   
        if LsYes==1 && CsYes==1, fLX=@(LX)(XIm-(B*var+omega.*LX(1)-
LX(2)./omega)).*weight; 
        elseif LsYes==1 && CsYes==0, fLX=@(LX)(XIm-
(B*var+omega.*LX(1))).*weight; 
        elseif LsYes==0 && CsYes==1, fLX=@(LX)(XIm-(B*var-
LX(2)./omega)).*weight; 
        end 
        if LsYes==1 || CsYes==1, LX=lsqnonlin(fLX,LX0,[],[],options); 
        else LX=[0;0]; 
        end 
        var([m+2,m+3],1)=[LX(1);LX(2)]; 
  
    elseif strcmp(fit,'imag')==1, 
        fvar_Im=@(var)(XIm-B*var).*weight; 
        var=lsqnonlin(fvar_Im,var0,[],[],options); 
        var(m+1,1)=0; 
        fRs=@(Rs)(XRe-(A*var+Rs)).*weight; 
        Rs0=1; 
        Rs=lsqnonlin(fRs,Rs0,[],[],options); 
        var(m+1,1)=Rs; 
    end 
    var_p=var(1:m,1); %parallel only ie/ series variables not 
included 
    if strcmp(formalism,'Z')==1, Rpfit=var_p; end 
    if strcmp(formalism,'Y')==1, Rpfit=tau./var_p; end 
     
    % Calculate mu and increment m 
    pos=Rpfit>=0; 
    neg=Rpfit<0; 
    mu=1-abs(sum(neg.*Rpfit))./abs(sum(pos.*Rpfit)); 
    if m_auto==0, mu=0; end %end routine if manual value of m is used 
    if m>=n, mu=0; end 
    if mu>=c, m=m+1; end 
         
 end 
  
if m_auto==0||m>=n, mu=1-abs(sum(neg.*Rpfit))./abs(sum(pos.*Rpfit)); 
end 
if RsYes==0, var(m+1,1)=0; end 
if LsYes==0, var(m+2,1)=0; end 











    Rsfit=var(m+1); 
    Lsfit=var(m+2); 
    Csfit=1./var(m+3); 
    Cpfit=tau./Rpfit; 
    ZRefit=XRefit; 
    ZImfit=XImfit; 
     
elseif strcmp(formalism,'Y')==1, 
    Rsfit=1./var(m+1); 
    Lsfit=1./var(m+2); 
    Csfit=var(m+3); 
    Cpfit=var_p; 
    YComplexfit=XRefit+1i.*XImfit; 
    ZRefit=real(1./YComplexfit); 
    ZImfit=imag(1./YComplexfit); 
end 
  




























[Frequency,ZRe,ZIm]=importZViewfile(filename1,fmin,fmax); %see  






























    %Define filename to be filename(i) in each iteration 
    str1=['filename=filename' int2str(i) ';']; 
    eval(str1); 
    %Import data 
    [Frequency,ZRe,ZIm]=importZViewfile(filename,fmin,fmax); %see  
    %Plot results            %Section A.4  
    subplot(3,1,1) 
    semilogx(Frequency1,-ZIm1,'-o') 
    subplot(3,1,2) 
    ADZIm=ZIm1-ZIm0; 
     semilogx(Frequency0(1:M),ADZIm,'-o') 
     
    % ADIS calculation 
    subplot(3,1,3) 
    DeltaZRe1=ZRe1(3:M)-ZRe1(1:M-2); 
    dDeltaZRe=(DeltaZRe1(1:MM)-DeltaZRe0(1:MM))./... 
          (log(Frequency0(3:M))-log(Frequency0(1:M-2))); 
    %plot results  




%% Import data 
% initial parameters: 
displayfigs=1; %1 (or 0) if plotting multiple DRT graphs on same axes 
PointsPerDecade=10; 
decadeno=2; % number of frequency decades data is extrapolated over 
  
% Method for determining the Hanning filter size 
AutoNfilt=1;   % set to 1 or 0 
nfilt=15; % preset value, used if AutoNfilt=0. 
  







Ls=5.7E-7; %jig inductance 





% Define data to import 
filename='/Documents/lab/SOC/EISAi.z';  
[Frequency0,ZRe0,ZIm0]=importZViewfile(filename,fmin,fmax); %see  
%Section A.4  
 




     
N=length(Frequency0); 
  
% Plot Nyquist graph of data for analysis 
if displayfigs==1; 
    prepareNyquist(nyquistgraph) 
    plot(ZRe0,ZIm0,'-o'); 
end 
  
%% Extrapolate data 
if decadeno~=0, 
    % Define extrapolation limits 
    minlogf=log10(Frequency0(1)); 
    maxlogf=log10(Frequency0(end)); 
  
    % extrapolate frequency range 
    numpoints=round(PointsPerDecade*decadeno); 
    nn=(1:(numpoints))'/(numpoints)*decadeno; 
    Freq1=10.^(minlogf-flipud(nn)); 
    Freq2=10.^(maxlogf+nn); 
    Frequency=[Freq1; Frequency0; Freq2]; 
    NN=length(Frequency);  
  
    lgf=log(Frequency0); % nb. log stands for natural log (ln) 
    lgZIm=log(-ZIm0); 
    % Gradient of ln(-ZIm) vs ln(f) at real values: 
    DlgZImDlgf(1:N-1)=(lgZIm(2:N)-lgZIm(1:N-1))./... 
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        (lgf(2:N)-lgf(1:N-1));  
     
    % Set gradient values 
    grad1Im=(DlgZImDlgf(1)+DlgZImDlgf(2))/2; 
    grad2Im=(DlgZImDlgf(end-1)+DlgZImDlgf(end))/2; 
    if grad1Im<0, grad1Im=0; end 
    if grad2Im>0, grad2Im=0; end 
  
    % Extrapolate ZIm 
    lgZIm1=grad1Im*(log(Freq1)-lgf(1))+lgZIm(1);  
    lgZIm2=grad2Im*(log(Freq2)-lgf(end))+lgZIm(end); 
    lgZImTot=[lgZIm1; lgZIm; lgZIm2]; 
    ZIm=-exp(lgZImTot); 
  
else % if no extrapolation: 
    Frequency=Frequency0; 
    ZIm=ZIm0; 
    NN=length(Frequency); 
end 
  
% Make sure the no. of points is ODD (for Hanning filter): 
if rem(NN,2)==0, 
    Frequency=Frequency(1:NN-1); 
    ZIm=ZIm(1:NN-1); 
    NN=length(Frequency); 
end 
  
%% Fourier Transforms 
mid=(NN+1)/2; 
Fmid=Frequency(mid); 




% Take Fourier Transforms 
Zn=fft(ZIm); 
Sn=fft(S); 





    figure (FTZImgraph) %-ZIm, its FT: Zns, and Sns, vs a counter (n) 
    semilogy((1:NN)-mid,-ZIm) 
    hold on 
    semilogy((1:NN)-mid,abs(Zns)) 
    semilogy((1:NN)-mid,abs(Sns)) 
    legend('-ZIm','Zns','Sns') 
end 
  
% Determine Gns (the Fourier transform of G) 
T=(1/(N-1))*log(Frequency0(end)/Frequency0(1));%T = sampling interval 
Gns=-2/(NN*T*Rpol)*Zns./Sns; 
  
%% Define Hanning filter & calculate DRT 
  
% Determine nfilt 
if AutoNfilt==1; 
    GnsN=Gns(mid:NN); 
    figure 
    plot(1:length(GnsN),abs(GnsN)) 
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    ylabel('Gns') 
    xlabel('n-(n_0-1)') 
    cutoff=max(abs(GnsN(1:3))); 
    var(1:mid)=abs(GnsN(1:mid))>cutoff; 
    [~,loc]=max(var); % gives location of 1st non-zero value 
    nfilt=loc-2;  % -1 as it starts at 1 not 0, and -1 for avoiding  
 % that point 
 end 
  
% Define Hanning filter 
n0=(NN+1)/2; 
ii=n0+(-nfilt:nfilt); 
wn=zeros(NN,1);      
wn_nz=(1-cos(2*pi*(0:(nfilt*2))'/(nfilt*2)))/2; 
wn(ii)=wn_nz; 






    % Figure of raw Gn data & filtered Gn data 
    figure (FTGgraph) 
    plot(1:NN,abs(Gns),1:NN,abs(Gnw)) 
    xlabel('n') 
    legend('Gns','Gnw') 
     
    % Prepare axes: 
    % Bode plot 
    figure (DRTgraph) 
    subplot(2,1,1) 
    hold on 
    ax=gca; 
    ax.XScale='log'; 
    xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
    ylabel('|Z"| (\Omega)') 
    box on 
    % DRT plot 
    subplot(2,1,2) 
    hold on 
    ax=gca; 
    ax.XScale='log'; 
    xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
    ylabel('DRT') 
    box on 
end 
  




















































Zone 100 was not obtained because 
of tilting limitation (X > 30°) 
Grain 2 
Grain 3 Grain 3 Zone 100 
Tilting 
angles: 
X = +10°  








X = 0°  




X = +10°  
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